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Last Sunday saw the first of the Manchester 17 MCC’s Dead Easy trial as the one that 
should have been run in February had to be postponed due to ice and snow. What a 
contrast then on Sunday when a bright sunny morning greeted the sixty six riders who 
turned out to ride the challenges at the Haslins venue on the outskirts of Buxton. 
At this high ground which is superb for trials the views were stunning on Sunday, so 
clear was the weather, although it was a little cool out of the sun, perfect for the 
riders. 
Due to the lambing season we were confined to the far end of the ground but it still 
provided a good ride round a fairly lengthy lap. 
As for the sections, they were a little harder than usual for a Dead Easy trial, nothing 
silly but if you weren’t just on your game and concentrating you could soon be caught 
out by the rocks or tight turns, particularly on the harder of the two routes. 
This was certainly true on section three on the hard route where the tight, twisting 
turns up hill through rocks took quite a few marks. 
However the dry hard ground meant a couple of the sections were actually very much 
easier than intended. Section six would have been a mud bath had there been any 
moisture at all but it was bone dry and therefore very easy. So was the hill climb at 
section ten. The purpose of this was to get riders back to the top of the course but the 
dry conditions meant it was a breeze. Still, it is always nice to end a lap with a clean! 
As to the riders, on the Harder route, despite the trickier nature of the course, there 
were still three clean rides .It shows experience pays as they were all in the popular 
Over 40 Class. Peter Stone from Llangollen, Michael Jones, and Tony Pratt never put 
a foot wrong all day, literally. 
Edward Wain must be rueing his stray dab on section five. Similarly Graham Harvey 
cast a couple of dabs on his first lap and then went clean all day. First lap nerves no 
doubt. Then came a clutch of riders on three marks lost. Regular supporter of these 
trials Terry Harvey, Mark Elvidge on a very tidy 197cc Francis Barnet, Arthur Austin 
on the twin shock Honda he has owned from new, and Peter Elvidge on another twin 
shock Honda. 
Speaking of Francis Barnets, it was nice to see Mike Ransom, the ex Barnet works 
rider at the event. Mike was campaigning a modern four stroke Montesa for only the 
second time and had a very good ride round for the loss of only 13 marks on the 
Harder route. 
Recent regular Award winner Steve Cocker couldn’t quite pull it off this time and 
although a loss of only seven marks was a good ride, the Over 40 class is so 
competitive these days he was a little off the pace on the day. 
On the Easier Route, two clean rides were posted. Young C Class rider Harvey Lyons 
on his 80cc Beta was joined by Peter Cottrell on his very nice Bantam in this feat. 
Phil Granby would have joined them had it not been for missing a marker on his first 
lap. 
There was a first appearance at one of these events of an electric bike. Young Harry 
Turmer whispered his way round the course for a loss of only nine marks on his 
Osset, a very creditable performance. One or two older riders were heard to comment 
that they could probably do better on one of those, such is their light weight and ease 
of handling ( the bikes not the older riders!) 



A good day, seemingly enjoyed by all. Another bonus, no hosing down of bikes on 
return home, just a light dusting and polish. 
Thanks as ever to all the Observers without whom trials cannot be run, the Course 
plotters, and all who helped on the day. 
 
RESULTS 
 
HARD ROUTE 
 
OVER 40 : Peter Stone ( Gas Gas ) Michael Jones ( Gas Gas ) Tony Pratt ( Beta ) all 
clean. 
EXPERT : Edward Wain (Montesa ) one mark lost 
NOVICE : Terry Harvey ( Gas Gas ) 3, Mike Kelly ( Gas Gas ) 12 
TWIN SHOCK : Mark Elvidge ( Barnet ) 3, Arthur Austin ( Honda ) 3, Peter Elvidge 
( Honda ) 3, 
YOUTH B : James Sibley ( Gas Gas ) 5, Callum Cocker ( Gas Gas ) 14, 
 
EASY ROUTE 
 
OVER 40 : Peter Cottrell ( Bantam ) clean, Phil Granby ( BMS Scorpa ) 5, 
NOVICE : Stephen Simpson ( Montesa ) 2, Ashley Hodgkinson ( Gas Gas ) 15 
TWIN SHOCK : Steve Bower ( Bultaco ) 18 
YOUTH B : Stephen Hoyland ( Scorpa ) one mark lost, 
YOUTH C :  Harvey Lyons ( Beta ) clean, 
YOUTH D : Jacob Wallwork ( Yamaha ) 24 


